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When we started writing articles and designing themes for the magazine, the future surrounding
COVID-19 was uncertain. Vaccine programmes were being run efficiently in countries that could afford

them, but new contagious variants were also being discovered. This uncertainty regarding the
pandemic has exacerbated mental health issues around the world. Hence, our winter edition has an

article that talks about anxiety and other mental health problems. This issue - “IN FOCUS” - has a
vibrant collection of articles pertaining mainly to the importance of science in real-life applications.

While on page “20”, Owen tanner explains how the bizarre mathematical subject of topology has some
useful applications in the field of cardiology, on page “16”, Callum Wilson explores the connection

between quantum computing and machine learning. This issue also showcases some fantastic articles
on biological sciences, with Dr Harshi Dhingra talking about the science behind anxiety disorders on

page “10” and Denver Fabiano giving us insights about how amazing our immunological memory is on
page “04”. This November, the world was watching Glasgow, hoping for some decisive actions and
decisions to counter climate change. This has motivated us to turn the spotlight on some important

social issues. These include how maritime digitalisation impact the environment by Christian Velasco-
Gallego on page “14”, if the use of animals for science is ethically justified, by Lydia Melissourgou-Syka
on page “06”. As the new editor of theGIST, I am really excited and proud to share this issue with you,

which was made possible by the hard and diligent work of our wonderful team and all our contributors.
We would also like to extend our heartfelt gratitude towards Dr Sunny Bains, our mentor who motivated

us by showing how rewarding the field of science communication is. Massive thanks to the previous
editors, Deep Bandivadekar and Siobhan McGeechan - we hope to continue your amazing work. Finally,

a shout out to all our readers, and we hope you enjoy reading this edition!
Sridevi
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I first came across The Gist through the Association of British Science Writer awards: in which
Glasgow’s entries have always been impressive. Science communication has never been so important
as it has been during the pandemic. For Scotland, or any country, to have an informed and intelligent

electorate, people must be able to understand basic concepts in science, medicine, engineering,
health, and statistics. The Gist is a unique publication created by students from three great universities

working together to achieve this goal in a fantastic city.

I hope that readers — regardless of whether they are in technical areas, the humanities, the
professions, or other fields — get a feel for the logic of science through reading your articles and enjoy

the exploration of new ideas and technologies.
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Antibodies: friends
with benefits?

In the wake of the SARSCoV2
pandemic, relying on the body's

ability to deal with infections has
never been more crucial. From deadly
viruses to the common cold, each day
our bodies are exposed to many differ
ent diseasecausing organisms. Our
celebrations of the efforts and
dedication of frontline workers
during the pandemic has
been significant. In receipt
of less recognition,
however, has been the
hardworking immune
defence we have housed
in our own bodies. Anti
bodies, also known as im
munoglobulins or Igs, are some
of the frontline workers of our
own immune systems, protecting us
against infections old and new. As our
personal team of superheroes, antibod
ies have many capabilities and poten
tials. These are discussed in this article.

Antibodies are the immune system’s
natural police force against foreign or
ganisms; they are large, Yshaped, pro
tective immunological protein molecules
produced by the immune system. Anti
bodies, as the name suggests, work
against 'bodies' — but not our human
bodies. Rather, the bodies they work
against are foreign particles called anti
gens. Antigens can come from a range of
sources. For example, they can originate
in bacteria and viruses, in flower pollen,
and in food additives. Our bodies work
in a highlyregulated sequence to re
cognise, evaluate, and counteract the
source of these antigens.

Antigens can be broadly classified into
three categories depending on their

Denver investigates our
personal frontline workers and

immunological historians —
antibodies — and their

underlying potentials and
capabilities.

source — exogenous (produced outside
the host), endogenous (produced inside
the host by viruses and intracellular
bacteria), and autoantigens (produced
by the host). Antibodies have a unique
specificity allowing them to exclusively
recognise and stick to only one kind of
antigen.That is, an antibody against one
type of bacteria won’t be effective
against another type. Most antigens that
our immune system finds and recog
nises are autoantigens, however, they
only counteract exogenous and endo
genous antigens, which could cause
harm to the body. Interestingly, a funda
mental cause of autoimmune diseases
such as rheumatoid arthritis and inflam
matory bowel disease is the body's own
dysfunctional response against
autoantigens.

The interaction between antibody and
antigen can help to directly 'neutralise' a
threat. This can either be done by
blocking the receptor or entry pathway
which the pathogen uses to enter a cell,
or by signalling other parts of the im
mune system to attack the target. Anti

By Denver Correia

Antibodies are the immune system’s natural police force...
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bodies against a particular antigen re
main in a longterm, distant relationship
with our bodies even after an infection
episode. They form the basis of our im
munological memory so that the next
time the same antigen is encountered,
the immune response can be quicker
and more effective. This relationship
works on an 'adhoc' basis and forms one
of the key components of our body's
quick immune response during the
second and any subsequent episodes of
a specific infection.

The development of antibodies starts
from antigens themselves — which, ar
guably, is somewhat ironic. When anti
gens bind to a certain type of white
blood cell known as a B cell, the binding
triggers the B cell's division into another
cell type called the plasma cell. These
plasma cells are the body's antibody
production factories, developing and
setting off millions of antibodies on their
treasure hunt for the source antigen.

Humans have five classes of antibodies
— IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG, IgM. These five im
munoglobulins are found throughout the
body, from the breathing and digestive
pathways, to the skin and mucous mem
branes. Certain antibodies such as IgG
form some of the crucial 'early immuno
logical cocktail' that passes over the pla
centa from the mother to the fetus during
embryo development. This is a key
formative step required for the complete
development of the newborn’s immune
system.

Determining how long antibodies act
ively search for antigens is keyin estim
ating immunity against a given virus or
bacteria. Research has proven that anti
bodies don't have particular expiry
dates, and could remain effective in pro
tecting against infection across varying
timelines. Topically, the antibodies our

bodies produce against COVID19 are
estimated to be effective for between
seven months and for the rest of our
lives (1).

It may seem odd to say that 'antibodies
read the news', but there is some truth in
this seemingly bizarre statement... Vac
cines have been our antibodies' in
sightful news source, presenting a
complex yet distinctive mechanism of
tricking our B cells into differentiating
into plasma cells and producing anti
bodies against inactivated foreign
particles. Our success with vaccines
would not have been possible without
the fundamental immunological
memory that our antibodies offer.

In terms of their therapeutic potential,
antibodies are a useful, noninvasive co
treatment option for a number of dis
eases. The possibility of using antibody
treatment pathways for conditions such
as Alzheimer’s, rheumatoid arthritis,
multiple sclerosis, and even cancer is
being explored. The advantages anti
bodies present are numerous: they in
clude a short production time, relatively
low production costs, high stability to
pH, high affinity for antigens, and the
ability to continuously adapt to changes
in antigen structure and offer higher
compatibility.

In conclusion, antibodies are our
friends with benefits — as the frontline
workers of our bodies, they remain on
guard to constantly recognise, evaluate,
and counteract infectious agents. Our
working relationship with antibodies
lasts a lifetime, with immense potential
to modify the scope of their functioning
for therapeutic advant
ages (2). After all, why
don’t ants get sick?
'Cause they’ve all got
antibodies!

Our success with vaccines
would not have been possible

without the fundamental
immunological memory that

our antibodies offer.

Specialist edited by Anastasija
Slapina,
copyedited by Rachel Shannon
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...the type of
procedures, the level
of suffering and the
number of animals
used each year must

be rigorously
reported.
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However, as the
contractarian ap-

proach is based on
self-interest, why
would someone
want to include

other species in the
agreement?
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animals are
born with inherent
rights that should
prevent us from ex-
ploiting them
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...an alternative
should be sought

after when
possible.

Specialist edited by
Annabell Macphee,
copy-edited by Claire
Thomson
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The science of anxiety
Anxiety is a feeling of distress or uneasiness everyone experiences
from time to time. The feeling is your normal response to stress,
uncertainty, or fear of danger. The science of anxiety provides an
insight into what goes on in the brain to trigger anxiety and how

anxiety disorder sometimes develops as a result.

Anxiety is a feeling of distress or un
easiness that everyone experiences

from time to time. The feeling is your
brain's normal response to stress, un
certainty, or fear of danger. The short
term response stems from the body's in
ternal fightorflight system (1) that
activates whenever it senses danger and
needs to go into survival mode.

The fear of danger can be real or per
ceived, and may be accompanied by
worry or a sense of impending doom. Al
though it acts as a protective mechan
ism most of the time, chronic activation
(2) of this builtin “approach” or “re
treat” system may lead to chronic anxi
ety or anxiety disorders.

The science of anxiety provides an in
sight into what goes on in the brain to
trigger anxiety and how anxiety dis
order develops as a result. A lot of it has
to do with changes in activity in the
amygdala (3), the part of the brain’s
limbic system that deals with emotions,
arousal, and fearrelated memories.

Anxiety vs Anxiety Disorders
It's normal to worry or feel anxious

when you are faced with a problem,
have to make an important decision, or
encounter a situation where you are un
der pressure to perform well, like a job
interview or meeting your date’s parents
for the first time. The feeling usually
goes away once the situation passes, but
when a person has an anxiety disorder
(4), those feelings don’t dissipate imme
diately. In fact, they worsen over time.

Anxiety disorders are chronic mental
conditions that affect 40 million adults
in the United States aged 18 and older
each year (about 19.1% of the popula
tion) (5). The five main types of anxiety
disorders are generalized anxiety dis
order (GAD) (6), social anxiety disorder,
phobias, obsessivecompulsive disorder
(OCD), and posttraumatic stress dis
order (PTSD). GAD is the most common
and involves persistent worry over life
events in general.

People affected by any of
these disorders live in a

constant state of worry or
fear that interferes with

daily functioning.

People affected by any of these dis
orders live in a constant state of worry
or fear that interferes with daily func
tioning. They also have difficulty regu
lating these feelings or symptoms
without drug treatment, behavioral
therapy, or alternative therapies.

How anxiety affects the body
Anxiety affects the Central Nervous

System (CNS) and other systems in the
body. Different sensations or symptoms
are triggered in these physical systems:

• Sense of doom, panic attacks (7),
headaches, irritability, trouble sleeping,
or depression)

• Shortness of breath
• Increased blood pressure, racing

heartbeat/palpitations, or chest pain

Dr. Harshi Dhingra

THEGIST
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...anxiety is thought to
happen when signals from

the emotional brain
overpower the cognitive

brain.

The Rational vs Emotional Brain
Cognitive and psychological changes

are already happening before you ex
perience the effects of anxiety. By then,

stress hormones such as cortisol and
adrenaline, have already flooded the
brain. Activities are also happening in
the amygdala (9), hypothalamus, and
hippocampus in the limbic system.
These are areas of the brain that play a
key role in anxiety.

Scientists believe that anxiety stems
from how the areas of the cognitive and
emotional brain interact. The prefrontal
cortex (PFC) area of the brain helps
process information for rational de
cisionmaking, whilst the emotional re
gion of the brain, called the amygdala,
detects threats or dangers and triggers
fearrelated behaviors in response (10).

These are normal functions of the
frontal lobe and amygdala in the limbic
system. However, anxiety is thought to
happen when signals from the emotion
al brain overpower the cognitive brain
(11). The amygdala goes into a
heightened arousal state when
triggered and sends a message to the
hypothalamus to initiate the fightor
flight response.

People diagnosed with anxiety dis
orders show more activity or dysfunc
tion in the limbic system. Reduced
gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA)
activity is one possible cause of higher
activity in the amygdala, as it functions
as a natural inhibitor of neuronal activ
ity and helps correct the imbalance in

• Stomach aches, nausea, or
diarrhea

• Muscle tension, pain, or fa
tigue

• Reduced sex drive or sexual
function

Doctors have identified a range
of symptoms that help explain
how it feels to have anxiety.
Symptoms may depend on the
type of anxiety, such as social
anxiety (8), which is character
ized by an intense fear of being
embarrassed or criticized. If
you're living with an anxiety con
dition, you may already be famil
iar with the following feelings or
symptoms that interfere with
your daily life:

 Psychological
 Nervous, worried, or afraid
 Tense, uneasy, or on edge
 Fearful that something terrible is

about to happen (even in the absence of
danger)

 Morbid fear of impending doom, e.g.,
that you're about to die

 Feeling detached
 Feeling like you're losing control
 Physical
 Chest tightness or pain
 Feeling as if you're choking or out of

breath
 Feeling excessively sweaty or cold
 Shaking or trembling
 Numbness or tingling sensations
 Feeling dizzy or as if you're about to

faint
 Feeling tired or fatigued, e.g., due to

trouble sleeping
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signals between the emotional and cog
nitive parts of the brain (12).

Experiencing too many fightorflight
reactions can also lead to longterm ac
tivation of the amygdala. Such hyper
activation hinders activity in the
prefrontal cortex, making it easier to
trigger the amygdala into sending false
alarms in response to normal or every
day experiences. This may explain why
some people living with anxiety often
feel fearful or have panic attacks when
there is no real threat or present danger
(13).

Being in a constant state of worry or
fear also causes stress hormones to con
tinuously flood the brain, causing the
brain's threat detector to become stuck
in “survival mode” due to overvigilance.
The brain learns to hold onto thoughts
or memories that trigger anxiety and
this can interfere with rational decision
making, making it difficult for people
with anxiety disorders to go about their
everyday lives.

For people with anxiety disorders, just
about anything that the brain perceives
as a threat can trigger a fightorflight
reaction. Knowing that heightened
activity in the emotional brain leads to
an oversensitive response, it's no sur
prise that apart from common triggers
such as everyday life stressors, conflicts,
or health issues. People with anxiety
disorders may also be triggered by

seemingly innocuous things like certain
smells, sights, sounds, people, or places.

Can Anxiety Disorders be
Treated?

Treating anxiety early can help pre
vent anxiety disorders and other psychi
atric disorders, such as depression or
substance use disorders (SUDs).

Drug therapy and cognitive behavioral
therapy are standard options for anxiety
disorders. Doctors commonly prescribe
antianxiety medications such as benzo
diazepines and antidepressants, includ
ing selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs). Treatment is inten
ded to manage symptoms and allow pa
tients to go about their daily life —but
unfortunately, there is currently no cure
for most anxiety disorders.

Aside from drug therapy, some pa
tients also benefit from Transcranial
Magnetic Stimulation (TMS), psychody
namic therapy, and hypnotherapy, which
have been shown to have some success
at alleviating pathological anxiety. For
general anxiety, alternative therapies
include stress management and relaxa
tion techniques, such as meditation,
mindfulness, yoga, and art.

Experiencing too many
fightorflight reactions

can also lead to long
term activation of the

amygdala.

Specialist edited by Shan Chong, copy edited by Claire Thomson
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The phrase “artificial intelligence”
has been circling in the public do‐

main for several decades and in‐
spires fear and awe. When we think of
artificial intelligence (AI), many ideas
come to mind, such as people being
automated out of jobs, Asimov’s laws
of robotics, Terminator, Hal, and oth‐
er dystopian scenarios pushed in
films and other media. Despite this
doomsday perception, various forms
of AI have now infiltrated everyday
life, whether we like it or not. This can
bring real benefits but should be used
carefully and not seen as a magic
solution to all ills (1). We are now
perhaps witnessing a similar story to
the development of AI in the recent
hype around quantum computers.
Previously only viewed as ideas in
theoretical physics, quantum com‐
puters now exist and run their own
algorithms. As with AI, some see this
as excellent; others panic. People
might imagine scenarios where the
knowledge of every programmer be‐
comes obsolete as every computer is
replaced with a quantum computer or
that a hacker will implement Shor’s
algorithm and break the crypto‐
graphic methods currently used to
keep the internet secure. Again, des‐
pite the trepidation from some, the
development of quantum computers
carries on.

Given the similarities in the per‐
ception of the fields of AI and
quantum computing, it is interesting
to look at how they can work togeth‐
er. The phrase “quantum artificial in‐
telligence” can easily conjure even
more dramatic images of the apoca‐
lypse than just quantum computing or
AI. However, when we look at
quantum AI through a more realistic
and critical lens, we see that this
combination can be very useful.

Google even has a team dedicated to
researching quantum AI and provid‐
ing services for current applications
of such technology (2). Here we will
explore the synergies between the
fields of AI and quantum computing
and consider how this can be useful.

Combining quantum computing with artificial intelligence sounds like a dangerous game, but Callum
will consider how this partnership could be useful.

Previously only viewed
as ideas in theoretical

physics, quantum
computers now exist and
run their own algorithms

Before diving into quantum AI, I
will make a distinction between
“classical” computers and
“quantum” computers (3). Classical
computers run algorithms using bits,
which are values of 0 or 1 represen‐
ted in the computer’s circuitry, and
logic gates, which perform opera‐
tions on these bits. Quantum com‐
puters run algorithms using qubits,
defined as a “superposition” of 0 and
1, and quantum gates, which operate
on qubits. Creating a physical
quantum computer requires manipu‐
lating the quantum‐mechanical
properties of individual particles. If
this sounds incredibly complex and

difficult to achieve, that is because it
is. Here we will not worry too much
about the lower level operation of
quantum computers but will look at
what quantum computers could
realistically do with near‐term
hardware and how AI can fit into the
mix.

“Quantum AI” is a very broad term
that can be applied to various meth‐
ods and applications involving
quantum mechanics and AI. Here we
will look at three main categories of
quantum AI that are currently re‐
searched:

1. Classical AI applied to problems
in quantum physics

2. Quantum computing enhance‐
ments to classical AI algorithms

3. Ground‐up design of AI using
quantum computing theories

From these categories, it is inter‐
esting to note that much of the cur‐
rent quantum AI research uses
existing and fundamentally “classic‐
al” AI algorithms. These can be ap‐
plied to problems in quantum
systems, as in category 1), or they
can incorporate quantum algorithms
to improve, for example, the al‐

A common graphical representation of a qubit versus a bit, illustrating the
superposition of values for a qubit.
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gorithm’s speed, as in category 2).
Aside from these more classical AI
approaches, category 3) refers to
current research in creating entirely
new “intelligent” algorithms with
quantum computing as their founda‐
tion.

First, let us consider how AI can be
applied to quantum physics problems.
These applications have much the
same motivation as other applica‐
tions of AI: designing and controlling
a quantum mechanical system is
challenging. This is mainly because
any interaction with the external en‐
vironment affects a system’s
quantum‐mechanical properties,
thereby creating noise in the system
and possibly resulting in information
loss. We cannot completely detach a
quantum computer from the outside
world; otherwise, we would not be
able to observe any useful informa‐
tion from it. However, we can use AI
methods to mitigate these issues, for

these are as follows:
• Calculating distances between

vectors
• Computing vector inner products
• Solving systems of linear equa‐

tions

The most common theoretical ap‐
plications of these tools are for clas‐
sification and clustering problems. In
classification, a computer learns
patterns from vectors of features

We cannot completely
detach a quantum

computer from the
outside world;

otherwise, we would not
be able to observe any
useful information from

it

example by designing more efficient
and robust computations for a
quantum computer that are less
prone to errors, or devising
strategies to correct such errors,
known generally as quantum error
correction.

Now we shall look at how quantum
computing can be incorporated into
a classical AI algorithm. Quantum
computers have specific tasks at
which they outperform classical
computers in terms of speed; this is
commonly referred to as “quantum
advantage”. In other tasks, they have
no advantage over classical al‐
gorithms. One important assumption
made when considering quantum
enhancements to AI relates to data
representation. For the methods
shown here to work, it is assumed
that data are pre‐processed and
loaded into a quantum state which
can be queried by a quantum com‐
puter. Research is ongoing into how
feasible this would be in reality.
Nevertheless, by considering what
quantum computers could do “bet‐
ter” than classical computers, with
the assumption on data holding, we
can develop a library of “tools” that
could benefit classical AI. Some of

Google even has a team
dedicated to researching
quantum AI and providing

services for current
applications of such

technology

(e.g. measurements of physical
quantities or pixel colour values in
an image) that belong to certain
classes. Using these patterns, the
computer identifies the class of new
vectors. Similarly, clustering deals
with vectors of features that are all
unlabelled, and the task is to find
groups of features. Both methods
require computing distances

Supervised learning looks at data that are labelled (indicated here by their colour) and works out the label for a new point.
Clustering looks at unlabelled data and aims to divide them into groups.
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between all or a subset of the vec‐
tors. As the dimensionality of the
vector space increases, this be‐
comes much more computationally
expensive. It is, therefore, useful to

simulating aspects of the
brain with quantum

computers remains a
possibility

can we capture some of
the key biological

processes of the human
brain in a computer

program?

Given the underlying processes in the
brain are governed by quantum
physics, quantum computers could
be better suited to this task. Much of
the research in this domain is rather
metaphysical and philosophical, and
some of it is outright pseudoscience.
However, simulating aspects of the
brain with quantum computers re‐
mains a possibility.

So to summarise – will quantum AI
kickstart the robot apocalypse and
steal your bank details? Not in the
very near future, since it is currently
difficult enough to make quantum
computers do anything, and threats
posed by would‐be quantum hackers
are already well known with meas‐
ures being put in place to stop them.
However, steady progress is being
made in quantum computing with the
support of AI, which will also help
accelerate certain AI methods. Both
fields of quantum computing and AI
are still developing, and I expect they
will continue to be combined and
produce more useful and interesting
results. Hopefully, full quantum intel‐
ligence does not arrive too soon,
though, lest my own measly classical
AI research becomes irrelevant.

have more efficient methods for cal‐
culating distances using quantum
computing. Another common method
involving vectors of features is Prin‐
cipal Component Analysis (PCA). For
its application in AI, the main goal of
PCA is to project these vectors in a
way which maximises distances
between different groups. The pro‐
cess of computing principal compon‐
ents also involves some linear
algebra which presents another op‐
portunity for potential quantum ad‐
vantage.

Thus far, we have considered AI
and quantum computing separately
by applying one to the other. This can
be useful as discussed but perhaps
does not fully exploit the potential of

using quantum computing for creat‐
ing “intelligent” machines. What if we
tried to create new quantum al‐
gorithms which can be considered
“intelligent”? Certain paradigms in AI
which relate more broadly to theories
of learning are now being generalised
from classical computing concepts to
quantum computing. These are
presented as sorts of building blocks
that could be used to create fully
quantum AI. As per the original aims
of AI research in the early 20th cen‐
tury, some current research also
seeks to replicate human intelligence
using computers. This leads to the
following question: can we capture
some of the key biological processes
of the human brain in a computer
program? When only using classical
computing, it seems the answer is no.

THEGIST
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Topology:
the mathematics of

Play-Doh

Whether or not you agree with Neil Degrasse Tyson that
“A scientist is just a kid that never grew up.”, one thing is for

sure, topologists sure like playing with play-doh. But what does
playing with play-doh tell us about the world we live in?

By Owen Tanner

Specialist edited by Alexander Telfar, copy-edited by Sridevi Kuriyattil
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Topology is a branch of
mathematics, that

emerged very slowly from
studies of geometry (1).
However, in the late 1800s
and early 1900s, it ex-
ploded into one of the
largest fields of pure math-
ematics, a status that re-
mains to this day! The core
question of topology is how
much can we learn about
shapes, spaces, and other
mathematical objects by
treating them like play-doh
(or in posh maths-speak, up
to something called con-
tinuous deformation).

Continuous deformation
(described rigorously
through the notion of
homeomorphisms) is com-
monly introduced by giving
a sense of what kind of
things we can or can't do
with play-doh. When play-
ing with play-doh, we are
allowed to stretch objects,
make them larger, flatten
them, make them spiky, but
they remain the same ob-
ject. A stretched, big, spiky
sphere is still a sphere.

But there is one crucial
rule of topology: we cannot
change the number of holes
in an object. We can’t
punch a hole in a disc or
glue up the hole in a
doughnut. Such moves are
“discontinuous”. There is
always a point in time
where a hole suddenly be-
comes a not-hole. Keeping
track of holes allows us to

nomena in nature change
shape continuously; strings
of proteins, the sea, leaves,
even the shape of our uni-
verse itself. Proteins, for ex-
ample, can get themselves
into tangles which make
them incredibly hard to
identify. However, every
tangleresults from a se-
quence of continuous de-
formations, so using
topology, we can untangle
them to get a proper look!

In the same way, topology
makes the task of classify-
ing shapes easier by group-
ing lots of different shapes
together via their topolo-
gical similarities. There are
a huge number of 2D and
3D shapes, but not so many
if we say it doesn’t matter
how many sides a shape
has or how big it is, only
whether we can continu-
ously deform one into an-
other. It lets us see
similarities where, without
topology, we would only
see differences and un-
tameable complexity.

Topology can help us
solve all kinds of mathem-
atical problems where dis-
tances and size don’t
matter, only the structure of
a shape. A classic example
is the Seven Bridges of
Königsberg where it is
asked: can you cross all 7
Bridges in Königsberg in
one round trip (2)? This
problem is considered to be
one of the founding prob-

answer age-old questions
such as “How many holes
does a straw have, 0,1, or
2?” The answer is 1, since
we may continuously de-
form a straw by squashing
it down into a ring, which
clearly has just one hole!
Also, one cannot find a
continuous deformation
from the straw into a
sphere or a genus (two
doughnuts glued together),
so it does not have 0 or 2
holes.

Also, we can slowly
morph a coffee mug and a
doughnut, so to a topolo-
gist, they are the same
shape!

Standard geometry takes
into account information
like the distance between
objects and the size of ob-
jects. For a topologist, all
triangles are the same. And
triangles are the same as a
circle. They can all be con-
tinuously deformed to one
another. So it might seem
perplexing how topology
can have anything useful to
say when objects so obvi-
ously different are con-
sidered 'similar'.

One advantage of this ap-
proach is that many phe-

The core question
of topology is how
much can we learn

about shapes,
spaces, and other

mathematical
objects by treating
them like play-doh
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in turn, began the mathem-
atical field of topology.

The first course in topo-
logy, given by Hausdorff,
was rumoured to have had
only three students. But
now, hundreds of under-
graduates attend topology
courses every year in Scot-
land alone. This isn’t just
for the sake of mathematic-
al pedantry and the joys of
solving puzzles; it’s also
because topology is now a
vital part of mathematics

and science as a whole.
Within mathematics, topo-
logy has solved several
problems, ranging from de-
fining derivatives on com-
plex shapes (differential
topology) to the classifica-
tion of algebras founda-
tional to quantum field
theory (K-Theory groups of
C* algebras). But even out-
side of mathematics, topo-
logy has found all manner
of applications...

The topology of knots
alone has found incredibly
broad applications from
cancer research to crypto-
graphy (3). In Mario Livio's
book “Is God a mathem-
atician”, he explains how
knot theory can be used to
describe quantum field

...topology is now
a vital part of math-
ematics and science

as a whole.

lems of topology, and
Euler’s solution remains
one of the most celebrated
papers in all of mathemat-
ics to this day.

Crucially, Euler noticed
the aspects of the problem
which were relevant (the
number of islands and
bridges between them) and
irrelevant (how long the
bridges are, or whether the

landmasses were mainland
or an island). In short, there
were a number of continu-
ous deformations (changing
the lengths of bridges, for
example) that would
change Königsberg on the
one hand, but end up with
equivalent questions on the
other. Noticing this led to a
general solution by Euler
(showing there is no way to
make the round trip), and

Four different views of the Morin surface by AugPi. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.

The Seven Bridges of Königsberg. Blue colour represents the river and brown colour represents the bridge.
PD-US.
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death problems. This is a
huge success of topology.
In fact, topology has proven
so useful in the study of
heart disease that Arthur
Winfree claimed that sud-
den cardiac death is a
“problem in topology” (7).

In short, one of the largest
and least known areas of
mathematics appears at
first to be child’s play but
ends up solving some of
the most pressing issues of
science and technology
today.

...many phenomena
in nature change

shape
continuously;

strings of proteins,
the sea, leaves,

even the shape of
our universe itself.

theory, a large branch of
theoretical physics. When
we think of untying a knot,
this is a kind of continuous
deformation, so it makes
sense to talk about them
using topology.

A branch of topology
called persistent homology
has led to the emerging
field of topological data
analysis (4). This means that
topology helps us detect
things like someone hack-
ing into your Facebook ac-
count, as well as what
kinds of content you might
like on tik tok. Using topo-
logy, we can group data
sets that look similar and
notice outliers.

Configuration spaces have
found applications in ro-
botics (5). A key thing we
use to analyse topological
spaces is the paths we can
take inside them. The

mathematics behind this
has proved completely es-
sential in motion planning
for robots-- knowing how
to move around objects or
find their way through
mazes. Robots use invari-
ants in topology to navig-

ate cave networks, sew to-
gether clothes and move
around obstacles in a
room. These technologies,
in turn, tell us more
about the natural world
we live in, make pro-
duction cheaper and pave
the way for self-driving
cars.

In civil engineering, topo-
logy has been used to help
us build bridges (6). Meth-
ods have been found that
allow us to use far fewer
materials to create struc-
tures just as strong as be-
fore. In turn, this creates
greener, more elegant ways
to build bridges using topo-
logical methods.

Disruption to muscle
fibers can cause stress in
the body. Topology has
helped us understand
which shapes cause stress
on our heart, in the process
solving a number of life or

Hemoglobin subunit beta protein structure.
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Inspired by Topology:the mathematics of PlayDoh by Owen Tanner (see page 20)


